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REVIEWS
The plant immune system
Jonathan D. G. Jones1 & Jeffery L. Dangl2
Many plant-associated microbes are pathogens that impair plant growth and reproduction. Plants respond to infection using
a two-branched innate immune system. The first branch recognizes and responds to molecules common to many classes of
microbes, including non-pathogens. The second responds to pathogen virulence factors, either directly or through their
effects on host targets. These plant immune systems, and the pathogen molecules to which they respond, provide
extraordinary insights into molecular recognition, cell biology and evolution across biological kingdoms. A detailed
understanding of plant immune function will underpin crop improvement for food, fibre and biofuels production.

Plant pathogens use diverse life strategies. Pathogenic bacteria proliferate in intercellular spaces (the apoplast) after entering through
gas or water pores (stomata and hydathodes, respectively), or gain
access via wounds. Nematodes and aphids feed by inserting a stylet
directly into a plant cell. Fungi can directly enter plant epidermal
cells, or extend hyphae on top of, between, or through plant cells.
Pathogenic and symbiotic fungi and oomycetes can invaginate feeding structures (haustoria), into the host cell plasma membrane.
Haustorial plasma membranes, the extracellular matrix, and host
plasma membranes form an intimate interface at which the outcome
of the interaction is determined. These diverse pathogen classes all
deliver effector molecules (virulence factors) into the plant cell to
enhance microbial fitness.
Plants, unlike mammals, lack mobile defender cells and a somatic
adaptive immune system. Instead, they rely on the innate immunity
of each cell and on systemic signals emanating from infection sites1–3.
We previously reviewed disease resistance (R) protein diversity, polymorphism at R loci in wild plants and lack thereof in crops, and
the suite of cellular responses that follow R protein activation1. We
hypothesized that many plant R proteins might be activated indirectly by pathogen-encoded effectors, and not by direct recognition.
This ‘guard hypothesis’ implies that R proteins indirectly recognize
pathogen effectors by monitoring the integrity of host cellular targets
of effector action1,4. The concept that R proteins recognize ‘pathogen-induced modified self’ is similar to the recognition of ‘modified
self’ in ‘danger signal’ models of the mammalian immune system5.
It is now clear that there are, in essence, two branches of the plant
immune system. One uses transmembrane pattern recognition
receptors (PRRs) that respond to slowly evolving microbial- or
pathogen-associated molecular patterns (MAMPS or PAMPs), such
as flagellin6. The second acts largely inside the cell, using the polymorphic NB-LRR protein products encoded by most R genes1. They
are named after their characteristic nucleotide binding (NB) and
leucine rich repeat (LRR) domains. NB-LRR proteins are broadly
related to animal CATERPILLER/NOD/NLR proteins7 and STAND
ATPases8. Pathogen effectors from diverse kingdoms are recognized
by NB-LRR proteins, and activate similar defence responses. NBLRR-mediated disease resistance is effective against pathogens that
can grow only on living host tissue (obligate biotrophs), or hemibiotrophic pathogens, but not against pathogens that kill host tissue
during colonization (necrotrophs)9.
Our current view of the plant immune system can be represented
as a four phased ‘zigzag’ model (Fig. 1), in which we introduce several

important abbreviations. In phase 1, PAMPs (or MAMPs) are recognized by PRRs, resulting in PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) that can
halt further colonization. In phase 2, successful pathogens deploy
effectors that contribute to pathogen virulence. Effectors can interfere with PTI. This results in effector-triggered susceptibility (ETS).
In phase 3, a given effector is ‘specifically recognized’ by one of the
NB-LRR proteins, resulting in effector-triggered immunity (ETI).
Recognition is either indirect, or through direct NB-LRR recognition
of an effector. ETI is an accelerated and amplified PTI response,
resulting in disease resistance and, usually, a hypersensitive cell death
response (HR) at the infection site. In phase 4, natural selection
drives pathogens to avoid ETI either by shedding or diversifying
the recognized effector gene, or by acquiring additional effectors that
suppress ETI. Natural selection results in new R specificities so that
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Figure 1 | A zigzag model illustrates the quantitative output of the plant
immune system. In this scheme, the ultimate amplitude of disease
resistance or susceptibility is proportional to [PTI – ETS 1 ETI]. In phase 1,
plants detect microbial/pathogen-associated molecular patterns (MAMPs/
PAMPs, red diamonds) via PRRs to trigger PAMP-triggered immunity
(PTI). In phase 2, successful pathogens deliver effectors that interfere with
PTI, or otherwise enable pathogen nutrition and dispersal, resulting in
effector-triggered susceptibility (ETS). In phase 3, one effector (indicated in
red) is recognized by an NB-LRR protein, activating effector-triggered
immunity (ETI), an amplified version of PTI that often passes a threshold
for induction of hypersensitive cell death (HR). In phase 4, pathogen isolates
are selected that have lost the red effector, and perhaps gained new effectors
through horizontal gene flow (in blue)—these can help pathogens to
suppress ETI. Selection favours new plant NB-LRR alleles that can recognize
one of the newly acquired effectors, resulting again in ETI.
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ETI can be triggered again. Below, we review each phase in turn, we
update the experimental validation of the ‘guard hypothesis’, and we
consider future challenges in understanding and manipulating the
plant immune system. We will not discuss the small RNA-based plant
immune system active against viruses10 or the active response of
plants to herbivores11.

Microbial patterns and plant pattern recognition
We define basal disease resistance as that activated by virulent pathogens on susceptible hosts. Thus, basal disease resistance is, at first
glance, PTI minus the effects of ETS; however, there is also likely to be
weak ETI triggered by weak recognition of effectors, as detailed
below. Hence, the most accurate definition of basal defence would
be ‘PTI plus weak ETI, minus ETS’. The archetypal elicitor of PTI is
bacterial flagellin, which triggers defence responses in various
plants12. Flagellum-based motility is important for bacterial pathogenicity in plants6. A synthetic 22-amino-acid peptide (flg22) from a
conserved flagellin domain is sufficient to induce many cellular responses13 including the rapid (,1 h) transcriptional induction of at
least 1,100 Arabidopsis thaliana (hereafter Arabidopsis) genes14. A
genetic screen using flg22 defined the Arabidopsis LRR-receptor
kinase FLS2, which binds flg22 (ref. 15). FLS2 and mammalian
TLR5 recognize different flagellin domains6. FLS2 is internalized following stimulation by a receptor-mediated endocytic process that
presumably has regulatory functions16. fls2 mutants exhibit enhanced
sensitivity to spray application of pathogenic Pseudomonas syringae
pv. tomato DC3000 (Pto DC3000), but not to syringe infiltration into
the leaf apoplast14,17, suggesting that FLS2 acts early against pathogen
invasion.
Bacterial cold shock proteins and elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu)
activate similar defence responses to flg22 (refs 18–20). Ef-Tu is
recognized by an Arabidopsis LRR-kinase called EFR (ref. 20). efr
mutants support higher levels of transient transformation with
Agrobacterium, suggesting that PTI might normally limit Agrobacterium pathogenicity. Treatment with a conserved EF-Tu peptide
induces expression of a gene set nearly identical to that induced by
flg22 (ref.20). Conversely, EFR transcription is induced by flg22.
Hence, the responses to MAMPs/PAMPs converge on a limited number of signalling pathways and lead to a common set of outputs that
comprise PTI. Remarkably, mutations in genes required for NB-LRR
function have no effect on early responses to flg22 (ref. 14). Thus,
NB-LRR-dependent signalling and MAMP/PAMP-mediated signalling require partially distinct components.
Molecules that induce PTI are not easily discarded by the microbes
that express them. Yet flagellin from various Xanthomonas campestris
pv. campestris strains is variably effective in triggering FLS2-mediated
PTI in Arabidopsis, and flagellin from Agrobacterium tumefaciens or
Sinorhizobium meliloti is less active than that from P. syringae13. Ef-Tu
from Pto DC3000 is much less active in eliciting PTI in Arabidopsis
than is Ef-Tu from Agrobacterium19. Limited variation also exists in
PAMP responsiveness within a plant species. Arabidopsis accession
Ws-0 carries a point mutation in FLS2, rendering it non-responsive
to flg22 (ref.12). In fact, individual plant species recognize only a
subset of potential PAMPs (ref. 6). Neither PAMPs nor PRRs are
invariant, and each can be subject to natural selection.
Additional MAMPs/PAMPs and corresponding PRRs must exist,
since Agrobacterium extracts elicit PTI on an fls2 efr-1 double mutant
(ref. 20). Other LRR kinases may encode additional PRRs whose
transcription is stimulated by engagement of related PRRs. There
are over 200 LRR-kinases in the Arabidopsis Col-0 genome21; 28 of
these are induced within 30 min of flg22 treatment14. FLS2 and EFR
are members of an atypical kinase family that might have a plant
immune system specific function22. There are also 56 Arabidopsis
receptor-like proteins (RLPs) that encode type I transmembrane
proteins with LRR ectodomains, but no intracellular kinase
domains23. MAMP/PAMP elicitation might ‘prime’ further defence
responses by elevating responsiveness to other microbial patterns14.

Successful pathogens suppress PTI
What does a would-be pathogen, using its collection of effectors,
need to achieve? Some effectors may serve structural roles, for
example, in the extrahaustorial matrix that forms during fungal
and oomycete infection24. Others may promote nutrient leakage or
pathogen dispersal25. Many are likely to contribute to suppression of
one or more components of PTI or ETI. The extent to which ETI and
PTI involve distinct mechanisms is still an open question, and some
effectors may target ETI rather than PTI, or vice versa (Fig. 1).
Plant pathogenic bacteria deliver 15–30 effectors per strain into
host cells using type III secretion systems (TTSS). Bacterial effectors
contribute to pathogen virulence, often by mimicking or inhibiting
eukaryotic cellular functions26–28. A pathogenic P. syringae strain
mutated in the TTSS, and unable to deliver any type III effectors,
triggers a faster and stronger transcriptional re-programming in bean
than does the isogenic wild-type strain29. This strain, representing the
sum of all bacterial MAMPs/PAMPs, induces transcription of essentially the same genes as flg22 (refs 30–32). Hence, the type III effectors
from any successful bacterial pathogen dampen PTI sufficiently to
allow successful colonization33 (Fig. 1).
Excellent reviews discuss cellular processes targeted by bacterial
type III effectors26–28,34; we highlight only new examples. The P. syringae HopM effector targets at least one ARF-GEF protein likely to be
involved in host cell vesicle transport35. HopM functions redundantly
with the unrelated effector AvrE in P. syringae virulence36 suggesting
that manipulation of host vesicle transport is important for successful bacterial colonization. AvrPto and AvrPtoB are unrelated type III
effectors that may contribute to virulence by inhibiting early steps in
PTI, upstream of MAPKKK (ref. 37). Like other type III effectors,
AvrPtoB is a bipartite protein. The amino terminus contributes to
virulence; the carboxy terminus may have a function in blocking host
cell death38,39. A domain from the AvrPtoB C terminus folds into an
active E3 ligase, suggesting that its function involves host protein
degradation40. The Yersinia effector YopJ, a member of the AvrRxv
family of effectors from phytopathogenic bacteria, inhibits MAP
kinase cascades by acetylation of phosphorylation-regulated residues
on a MEK protein41. Many additional bacterial type III effectors
protein families have been identified26–28; their targets and functions
await definition.
Effectors from plant pathogens that are eukaryotic are poorly
understood. Fungal and oomycete effectors can act either in the
extracellular matrix or inside the host cell. For example, the tomato
RLPs, Cf-2, Cf-4, Cf-5 and Cf-9 respond specifically to extracellular
effectors produced by Cladosporium fulvum42. Other fungal and
oomycete effectors probably act inside the host cell; they are recognized by NB-LRR proteins. For example, the gene encoding the
oomycete effector Atr13 from Hyaloperonospora parasitica exhibits
extensive allelic diversity between H. parasitica strains matched by
diversity at the corresponding Arabidopsis RPP13 NB-LRR locus43.
Diversity is also observed across H. parasitica Atr1 and Arabidopsis
RPP1 alleles44. Atr1 and Atr13 carry signal peptides for secretion from
H. parasitica. They share with each other, and with the Phytophthora
infestans Avr3a protein, an RxLR motif, that enables import of
Plasmodium effectors into mammalian host cells45. This is consistent
with the taxonomic proximity of oomycetes and Plasmodium. Races
of the flax rust fungus Melampsora lini express Avr genes recognized
by specific alleles of the flax L, M and P NB-LRR proteins. These
haustorial proteins carry signal peptides for fungal export and can
function inside the plant cell46,47. How they are taken up by the host
cell is unknown. However, the barley powdery mildew (Blumeria
graminis f.sp. hordei) Avrk and Avra10 proteins, recognized by the
NB-LRR barley genes Mlk and Mla10, contain neither obvious signal
peptides nor RxLR motifs, yet are members of large gene families in
Blumeria and Erysiphe species48. How these oomycete and fungal
effectors are delivered to the host cell and contribute to pathogen
virulence is unknown.
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Pathogens produce small molecule effectors that mimic plant hormones. Some P syringae strains make coronatine, a jasmonic acid
mimic that suppresses salicylic-acid-mediated defence to biotrophic
pathogens49,50 and induces stomatal opening, helping pathogenic
bacteria gain access to the apoplast51. PTI involves repression of auxin
responses, mediated in part by a micro-RNA that is also induced
during abscisic-acid-mediated stress responses52. Gibberellin is produced by the fungal pathogen Gibberella fujikuroi leading to ‘foolish
seedling’ syndrome, and cytokinin produced by many pathogens can
promote pathogen success through retardation of senescence in
infected leaf tissue. The interplay between PTI and normal hormone
signalling, and pathogen mimics that influence it, is just beginning to
be unravelled.

Indirect and direct host recognition of pathogen effectors
Effectors that enable pathogens to overcome PTI are recognized by
specific disease resistance (R) genes. Most R genes encode NB-LRR
proteins; there are ,125 in the Arabidopsis Col-0 genome. If one
effector is recognized by a corresponding NB-LRR protein, ETI
ensues. The recognized effector is termed an avirulence (Avr) protein. ETI is a faster and stronger version of PTI30–32 that often culminates in HR53 (Fig. 1). HR typically does not extend beyond the
infected cell: it may retard pathogen growth in some interactions,
particularly those involving haustorial parasites, but is not always
observed, nor required, for ETI. It is unclear what actually stops
pathogen growth in most cases.
Very little is known about the signalling events required to activate
NB-LRR-mediated ETI. NB-LRR proteins are probably folded in a
signal competent state by cytosolic heat shock protein 90 and other
receptor co-chaperones54,55. The LRRs seem to act as negative regulators that block inappropriate NB activation. NB-LRR activation
involves intra- and intermolecular conformational changes and
may resemble the induced proximity mechanism by which the
related animal Apaf-1 protein activates programmed cell death56.
NB-LRR activation results in a network of cross-talk between response pathways deployed, in part, to differentiate biotrophic from
necrotrophic pathogen attack9. This is maintained by the balance
between salicylic acid, a local and systemic signal for resistance
against many biotrophs, and the combination of jasmonic acid and
ethylene accumulation as signals that promote defence against necrotrophs9. Additional plant hormones are likely to alter the salicylicacid–jasmonic-acid/ethylene signalling balance. Arabidopsis mutants
defective in salicylic acid biosynthesis or responsiveness are compromised in both basal defence and systemic acquired resistance (SAR)57.
NB-LRR activation induces differential salicylic-acid- and ROSdependent responses at and surrounding infection sites, and systemically58. The NADPH-oxidase-dependent oxidative burst that accompanies ETI represses salicylic acid-dependent cell death spread in cells
surrounding infection sites59. Local and systemic changes in gene
expression are mediated largely by transcription factors of the
WRKY and TGA families60.
Several NB-LRR proteins recognize type III effectors indirectly, by
detecting products of their action on host targets, consistent with the
‘guard hypothesis’1. The key tenets of this hypothesis are that: (1) an
effector acting as a virulence factor has a target(s) in the host; (2) by
manipulating or altering this target(s) the effector contributes to
pathogen success in susceptible host genotypes; and (3) effector perturbation of a host target generates a ‘pathogen-induced modifiedself’ molecular pattern, which activates the corresponding NB-LRR
protein, leading to ETI. Three important consequences of this model,
now supported by experimental evidence, are that: (1) multiple effectors could evolve independently to manipulate the same host target,
(2) this could drive the evolution of more than one NB-LRR protein
associated with a target of multiple effectors, and (3) these NB-LRRs
would be activated by recognition of different modified-self patterns
produced on the same target by the action of the effectors in (1).

RIN4, a 211-amino-acid, acylated61 and plasma-membrane-associated protein, is an archetypal example of a host target of type III
effectors that is guarded by NB-LRR proteins (Fig. 2). It is manipulated by three different bacterial effectors, and associates in vivo with
two Arabidopsis NB-LRR proteins (Fig. 2a and 2b). Two unrelated
type III effectors, AvrRpm1 and AvrB, interact with and induce phosphorylation of RIN4 (ref. 62). This RIN4 modification is predicted to
activate the RPM1 NB-LRR protein. A third effector, AvrRpt2 is a
cysteine protease63, activated inside the host cell64, that eliminates
RIN4 by cleaving it at two sites61,65. Cleavage of RIN4 activates the
RPS2 NB-LRR protein66,67. Activation of both RPM1 and RPS2
requires the GPI-anchored NDR1 protein, and RIN4 interacts with
NDR168.
If RIN4 was the only target for these three effectors, then its elimination would abolish their ability to add virulence to a weakly pathogenic strain. However, elimination of RIN4 demonstrated that it is
not the only host target for AvrRpm1 or AvrRpt2 in susceptible (rin4
rpm1 rps2) plants69. Additionally, AvrRpt2 can cleave in vitro several
Arabidopsis proteins that contain its consensus cleavage site65. Hence,
any effector’s contribution to virulence might involve manipulation
of several host targets, and the generation of several modified-self
molecules. However, the perturbation of only one target is sufficient
for NB-LRR activation. RIN4 negatively regulates RPS2 and RPM1
(and only these two NB-LRR proteins)69,70. But what is the function
of RIN4 in the absence of RPS2 and RPM1? In rpm1 rps2 plants,
AvrRpt2 or AvrRpm1 (and possibly other effectors) manipulate
RIN4 (and possibly associated proteins or other targets) in order to
suppress PTI71. Thus, plants use NB-LRR proteins to guard against
pathogens that deploy effectors to inhibit PAMP-signalling. Additional examples of indirect recognition are detailed in Fig. 2; these
include both intra- and extra-cellular recognition of pathogeninduced modified self.
Not all NB-LRR recognition is indirect, and there are three examples of direct Avr-NB-LRR interaction72–74. The flax L locus alleles
encode NB-LRR proteins that interact in yeast with the corresponding AvrL proteins, providing the first evidence that effector diversity
determining NB-LRR recognition can be correlated perfectly with
effector–NB-LRR-protein interaction72. Both L and AvrL proteins
are under diversifying selection, arguing for a direct evolutionary
arms race. The allelic diversity of other fungal and oomycete pathogen effectors, and of their corresponding host NB-LRR proteins as
described above, also suggests direct interaction, though this remains
to be demonstrated.
The evolutionary radiation of several hundred thousand angiosperm plant species ,140–180 million years ago was probably
accompanied by many independent cases of pathogen co-evolution,
particularly of host-adapted obligate biotrophs. Most plants resist
infection by most pathogens; they are said to be ‘non-hosts’. This
non-host resistance could be mediated by at least two mechanisms.
First, a pathogen’s effectors could be ineffective on a potential new,
but evolutionarily divergent, host, resulting in little or no suppression of PTI, and failure of pathogen growth. Alternatively, one or
more of the effector complement of the would-be pathogen could be
recognized by the NB-LRR repertoire of plants other than its coadapted host, resulting in ETI. These two scenarios predict different
outcomes with respect to the timing and amplitude of the response
they would trigger, and they also give rise to different evolutionary
pressures on both host and pathogen.
Non-host resistance in Arabidopsis against the non-adapted barley
pathogen, B. graminis f. sp. hordei (Bgh) normally involves the rapid
production of cell wall appositions (physical barriers) and antimicrobial metabolites at the site of pathogen entry, but no HR.
Arabidopsis penetration (pen) mutants are partially compromised
in this response. PEN2 is a peroxisomal glucosyl hydrolase75, and
PEN3 encodes a plasma membrane ABC transporter76. PEN2 and
PEN3 are both recruited to attempted fungal entry sites, apparently
to mediate the polarized delivery of a toxin to the apoplast75,76. The
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actin cytoskeleton probably contributes to this response77, perhaps as
a track for PEN2-containing peroxisomes and/or vesicles. This preinvasion non-host resistance is genetically separable from a postinvasion mechanism that requires additional elements that regulate
both PTI and ETI78. Elimination of both PEN2 and PTI/ETI signalling transforms Arabidopsis into a host for an evolutionarily nonadapted fungal pathogen75. This suggests that non-host resistance
comprises mechanistically distinct layers of resistance.
The PEN1 syntaxin acts in a different pre-invasion non-host resistance pathway. PEN1 is likely to be part of a ternary SNARE complex that secretes vesicle cargo to the site of attempted fungal
invasion, contributing to formation of cell wall appositions79–81.
Specific seven-transmembrane MLO (mildew resistance locus O)
family members negatively regulate PEN1-dependent secretion at
sites of attempted pathogen ingress79,80. Recessive mlo mutations in
either Arabidopsis or barley result in resistance to the respective coevolved powdery mildew pathogens82. Hence, in both Arabidopsis
and barley, these fungi might suppress PEN1-mediated disease resistance by activation of MLO. This remarkable set of findings implies
that a common host cell entry mechanism evolved in powdery mildew fungi at or before the monocot–dicot divergence. PEN2 and
PEN3 genes are induced by flg22, indicating that they might be
involved in PTI.
Non-host resistance can also be mediated by parallel ETI responses. For example, four bacterial effectors from a tomato pathogen
Figure 2 | Plant immune system activation by pathogen effectors that
generate modified self molecular patterns. a, Arabidopsis RPM1 is a
peripheral plasma membrane NB-LRR protein. It is activated by either the
AvrRpm1 or the AvrB effector proteins. AvrRpm1 enhances the virulence of
some P. syringae strains on Arabidopsis as does AvrB on soybeans. AvrRpm1
and AvrB are modified by eukaryote-specific acylation once delivered into
the cell by the type III secretion system (red syringe) and are thus targeted to
the plasma membrane. The biochemical functions of AvrRpm1 and AvrB are
unknown, although they target RIN4, which becomes phosphorylated (1P),
and activate RPM1, as detailed in the text. In the absence of RPM1, AvrRpm1
and AvrB presumably act on RIN4 and other targets to contribute to
virulence. Light blue eggs in this and subsequent panels represent as yet
unknown proteins. b, RPS2 is an NB-LRR protein that resides at the plasma
membrane. It is activated by the AvrRpt2 cysteine protease type III effector
from P. syringae. Auto-processing of AvrRpt2 by a host cyclophilin reveals a
consensus, but unconfirmed, myristoylation site at the new amino terminus,
suggesting that it might also be localized to the host plasma membrane.
AvrRpt2 is the third effector that targets RIN4. Cleavage of RIN4 by AvrRpt2
leads to RPS2-mediated ETI. In the absence of RPS2, AvrRpt2 presumably
cleaves RIN4 and other targets as part of its virulence function. c, RPS5 is an
Arabidopsis NB-LRR protein localized to a membrane fraction, probably via
acylation. RPS5 is NDR1-independent. It is activated by the AvrPphB
cysteine protease effector from P. syringae100. AvrPphB is cleaved, acylated
and delivered to the host plasma membrane. Activated AvrPphB cleaves the
Arabidopsis PBS1 serine-threonine protein kinase, leading to RPS5
activation. The catalytic activity of cleaved PBS1 is required for RPS5
activation, suggesting that this ‘modified-self’ fragment retains its enzymatic
activity as part of the RPS5 activation mechanism100. To date, no function
has been ascribed to PBS1 in the absence of RPS5. d, Pto is a tomato serinethreonine protein kinase. Pto is polymorphic and hence satisfies the genetic
criteria for the definition of a disease resistance protein. Pto activity requires
the NB-LRR protein Prf, and the proteins form a molecular complex101. Prf is
monomorphic, at least in the tomato species analysed to date. Pto is the
direct target of two unrelated P. syringae effectors, AvrPto and AvrPtoB,
each of which contributes to pathogen virulence in pto mutants102. It is thus
likely that Prf guards Pto (refs 101, 103). The Pto kinase is apparently not
required for PTI, though there may be redundancy in its function because it
is a member of a gene family. e, The transmembrane RLP Cf-2 guards the
extracellular cysteine protease Rcr3. Cf-2 recognizes the C. fulvum
extracellular effector Avr2, which encodes a cysteine protease inhibitor. Avr2
binds and inhibits the tomato Rcr3 cysteine protease. Mutations in Rcr3
result in the specific loss of Cf-2-dependent recognition of Avr2. Hence, Cf-2
seems to monitor the state of Rcr3, and activates defence if Rcr3 is inhibited
by Avr2 (ref. 104).
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unable to colonize soybean can each trigger specific soybean R genes
when delivered from a soybean pathogen83. Deletion of these effector
genes from the tomato pathogen diminishes its virulence on tomato,
but does not allow it to colonize soybean84. Hence, there might be
other factors lacking in this strain that are required to colonize soybean. Also, a widely distributed, monomorphic effector acting as an
avirulence protein is sufficient to render Magnaporthe oryzae strains
unable to colonize rice. Its presence in over 50 strains that successfully
colonize perennial ryegrass suggests a virulence function85. Finally,
Arabidopsis non-host resistance to Leptosphaeria maculans, a fungal
pathogen of Brassica, is actually mediated by unlinked NB-LRR proteins present in each parent of a cross between two accessions86.
Hence, cryptic NB-LRR mediated responses acting in parallel can
limit pathogen host range.

Pathogens dodge host surveillance
The effectiveness of ETI selects for microbial variants that can avoid
NB-LRR-mediated recognition of a particular effector (Fig. 3).
Effector allele frequencies are likely to be influenced by their mode
of action. The diversity of both flax rust AvrL alleles and oomycete
Atr13 and Atr1 alleles suggests one means of effector evolution. These
proteins are likely to interact directly in planta with proteins encoded
by alleles of the flax L and Arabidopsis RPP1 and RPP13 loci, respectively. The high level of diversifying selection among these effector
alleles is presumably selected by host recognition, and hence acts on
effector residues that are probably not required for effector function.
In contrast, effectors providing biochemical functions that generate modifications of host targets are likely to be under purifying
selection87. NB-LRR activation via recognition of pathogen-induced
modified self provides a mechanism for host perception of multiple
effectors evolved to compromise the same host target (Fig. 2). For
selection to generate an effector that escapes ETI, the effector is likely
to lose its nominal function. The simplest pathogen response to host
recognition is to jettison the detected effector gene, provided the
population’s effector repertoire can cover the potential loss of fitness
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on susceptible hosts. In fact, effector genes are often associated with
mobile genetic elements or telomeres and are commonly observed as
presence/absence polymorphisms across bacterial and fungal strains.
Indirect recognition of effector action, via recognition of pathogeninduced modified self, is likely to enable relatively stable, durable and
evolutionarily economic protection of the set of cellular machinery
targeted by pathogen effectors.
ETI can also be overcome through evolution of pathogen effectors
that suppress it directly (Fig. 1). For example, in P. syringae pv.
phaseolicola, the AvrPphC effector suppresses ETI triggered by the
AvrPphF effector in some cultivars of bean, whereas, as its name
implies, AvrPphC itself can condition avirulence on different bean
cultivars88. Other cases of bacterial effectors acting to dampen or
inhibit ETI have been observed38. Genetic analysis in flax rust
revealed so-called inhibitor genes that function to suppress ETI triggered by other avirulence genes89. Hence, it seems likely that some
effectors suppress the ETI triggered by other effectors.
Microbial evolution in response to ETI may result in two extremes
of NB-LRR evolution. NB-LRR gene homologues in diverse
Arabidopsis accessions accumulate evolutionary novelty at different
rates at different loci90. Some NB-LRR genes are not prone to duplication, and are evolving relatively slowly. Their products are perhaps
stably associated with a host protein whose integrity they monitor,
retarding diversification. Others are evolving more rapidly and may
interact directly with rapidly evolving effectors91,92. What might drive
these evolutionary modes (Fig. 3)? In pathogen populations, the
frequency of an effector gene will be enhanced by its ability to promote virulence, and reduced by host recognition. For example, in the
flax/flax rust system, avirulence gene frequency in the rust is elevated
on plant populations with a lower abundance of the corresponding R
genes, consistent with avr genes increasing pathogen fitness93. Hence,
natural selection should maintain effector function in the absence of
recognition. But effector function has a cost that is dependent on the
frequency of the corresponding R gene. And R genes may exact a
fitness cost in the host94. Thus, if effector frequency drops in a pathogen population, hosts might be selected for loss of the corresponding
R allele, and the frequency-dependent cycle would continue (Fig. 3).

Mutated or jettisoned E1
Ineffective R1
Sensitive plants

Selection
against R1

Figure 3 | Co-evolution of host R genes and the pathogen effector
complement. A pathogen carries an effector gene (E1) that is recognized by a
rare R1 allele (top). This results in selection for an elevated frequency of R1
in the population. Pathogens in which the effector is mutated are then
selected, because they can grow on R1-containing plants (right). R1
effectiveness erodes, and, because at least some R genes have associated
fitness costs94, plants carrying R1 can have reduced fitness (bottom),
resulting in reduced R1 frequencies. The pathogen population will still
contain individuals with E1. In the absence of R1, E1 will confer increased
fitness, and its frequency in the population will increase (left). This will lead
to resumption of selection for R1 (top). In populations of plants and
pathogens, this cycle is continuously turning, with scores of effectors and
many alleles at various R loci in play.

We need to define the repertoire and modes of action of effectors
from pathogens with diverse life histories. This will help to define the
comprehensive set of host targets, as well as the evolutionary pressures acting on both hosts and pathogens. For example, if the majority of bacterial effectors evolve under purifying selection to maintain
intrinsic function87, then a population-wide set of unrelated microbial effectors might converge onto a limited set of NB-LRR-associated host targets. These stable associations of NB-LRR proteins
and the host proteins whose integrity they monitor are presumably
being challenged by newly evolved, or newly acquired, effectors that
can still surreptitiously manipulate the target in the service of virulence.
We need to understand the haustorial interface. Rewiring of host
and microbe vesicle traffic will probably underpin haustorial differentiation. We do not yet know whether the extrahaustorial membrane is derived from the host plasma membrane or is a newly
synthesized, novel host membrane. High-throughput sequencing
renders it feasible to index the gene complements of obligate biotrophs like powdery and downy mildews, and rusts. Genomics can be
also be used to identify the genes expressed by the pathogen over a
time course of infection. The presence of a signal peptide and (in the
case of oomycetes) an RxLR motif, can then be used to computationally identify the complement of effector candidates. With the
development of appropriate high-throughput delivery systems, it will
be possible to investigate their functions, and their ability to impinge
on PTI and/or ETI, on both host plants and other plant species.
Do the transcriptional controls of PTI and ETI, which culminate in
similar outputs, overlap? Several effectors can be nuclear localized95,96.
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The RRS1 R protein is perhaps a Rosetta Stone chimaera of NB-LRR
and WRKY transcription factor74. A TATA-binding protein accessory
factor, AtTIP49a, interacts with RPM1 and other NB-LRR proteins,
and is a negative regulator of defence97. Two nucleoporins and importins are required for the output response of an ectopically activated
NB-LRR protein98,99. Notably, the prototypic animal CATERPILLAR
protein is CIITA, a transcriptional co-activator of MHC class II response to viral infection that is, in turn, the target of viral proteins that
aim to shut it down7. Whether NB-LRR proteins are transcriptional
co-regulators is at present unknown.
We need to know what causes pathogen growth arrest. Because
plants are sessile, they must continuously integrate both biotic and
abiotic signals from the environment. Plants lack circulating cells, so
these responses also need to be partitioned both locally over several
cell diameters and systemically over metres. Understanding the spatial interplay of PTI, ETI, and plant hormone and abiotic stresssignalling systems is in its infancy.
Finally, we need to understand the population biology of pathogen
effectors, and their co-evolving host NB-LRR genes. Knowledge of
their allele frequencies and their spatial distribution in wild ecosystems should tell us more about the evolution of this fascinating
ancient immune system and how we might deploy it more effectively
to control disease.
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